
 
 
Part3.  Computer programs 
 
 
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV 
 
VARIAN PROGRAMS.  Following is the Varian one-D program listing Ats2.c , and its 
helper programs alph2.c and tesToDe.c, and its included file  timeVsHt.h 
These listings are in microsoft word format but they have no exotic characters and most 
compilers can convert them back tonotepad inwhuch they may have been written. 
Here are the listings written by AR using the Varian editor and compiler:  
The main module Ats2.c:   

In addition to all the usual things expected in any pulse sequence, there are 
sections starting aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa and ending bbbbbbbbbb that are primarily unique for 
cycling. The first of these is just before the start of the original module “pulsesequence()” 
and the second is just after; both are long.  The first defines a bunch of things and the 
second uses then to do things after defining a few more.  Mostly it calls “serial(tesla) 
which calculates field desired from the two Helmholz pairs and the ehight the sample will 
move.  Nex it calculates the currents needed in each coil, and finally it assembles the 
three “long instructions” to transmit this info to the MP, and the does so.  Then a brief 
section from a Varian sequence sets up phase cycles after the comment /*now prepare 
phases*/  Then the actual sequence starts with a long-pulse on the observed nucleus 
followed by 7 interrupts to the MP that code different actions. 
The helper module alph2.c: 
The helper’s helper tesToDee,c: It converts the value of a desired field to a number that 
for historical reasons is the distance below the top of the main magnet where this field 
would be found in the magnet’s bore. (It returns a negative distance for fields below 
about xx tesla which is the field at the top of our magnet.)  This is based on 
measurements with a gaussmeter hung in the bore at various points.  These measurements 
are entered as a series of tesla values in an array whose n’th tesla is the field at the n’th 
element of a twin array.  The program does a simple linear interpolation between thsew 
values to get the position for any tesla value between measurements. 
 
 
 
Put included edited array file here 
 
 
The PC program, that generated the above arrays of delays, follows.  The above 
array was hand-transmitted via internet to all the PC’s psglib directories, and was 
“#included” in the “Ats2” main program in order to avoid manual setting of delays 
that was previously needed to avoid loss of signal or else catastrophe resulting from 
calling instructions prematurely, during travel time of the shuttle. 
 
 



/*The listing below is slightly confusing because it was edited from the PC file 
longtrajectory.com and the MP program listings in the file automode.uses modules with 
the same name but not the same in content. 
It generates the two arrays  
unsigned int travelUpTime[NCM]; 
unsigned int travelDownTime[NCM]; 
whose n’th values are the sums of the total delays that would be used by shortened 
trajectories of length n. 
 
 
Name of program listing 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "..\..\16micro_08_10.h" 
// this include file is generated by LongTrajectory and contains the 
//  actual delays for travelling up and down 
#include "..\..\16micro_08_10_delays.h" 
FILE *tableFilePtr; 
unsigned int travelUpTime[NCM]; 
unsigned int travelDownTime[NCM]; 
 
struct movementInfo 
{ 
 unsigned int numAccDelays; 
 unsigned int *startAccDelays; 
 unsigned int numDecDelays; 
 unsigned int *startDecDelays; 
 unsigned int endTravelFlag; 
} travUp = {0, NULL, 0, NULL, 0}, travDown = {0, NULL, 0, NULL, 0}; 
 
/*the fpllowing is essentially a copy of travinit module in file for MP "automode" 
But has to be initialized in the pc which is in another room. 
See comments below for the other travinit*/ 
void travInit (unsigned int len) 
{ 
 unsigned int  nra, nrd, nfa, nfd; 
 float  flength, fncm, ftemp; 
 // BE VERY CAREFUL HERE!! Any values being divided need to be float's, since 
 // if the resulting quotient is fractional and the operands are int's, the answer  
 // will be 0, since integer division gets truncated! This happens regardless 
 // of what type the final answer is. 
 flength = (float)len; 
 fncm = (float)NCM; 
 ftemp= LongTrajectorynram; // defined in 16micro_08_10_delays.h 
 nra = (ftemp * (length/ncm) + 0.5; 
 nrd = len - nra; 
 travUp.numAccDelays = nra; 
 travUp.startAccDelays = upDelays; 
 travUp.numDecDelays = nrd; 
 travUp.startDecDelays = &(upDelays[NCM - nrd - 1]); 
 
 ftemp = LongTrajectorynfam; // defined in 16micro_08_10_delays.h 
 nfa = (ftemp * (flength/fncm)) + 0.5; 
 nfd = len - nfa; 



 travDown.numAccDelays = nfa; 
 travDown.startAccDelays = downDelays; 
 travDown.numDecDelays = nfd; 
 travDown.startDecDelays = &(downDelays[NCM - nfd - 1]); 
} 
 
 
/*this is similar to the "fmovit" module below in the MP program listing "automode" 
/*but hardly identical.  The "while" here add up numbers and stuff the sums in an output file.  This could 
/*have been done faster by comining the adding and stuffing but who cares?*/ 
unsigned int fmvit (struct movementInfo *trajInfo) 
{ 
 int numDelays; 
 unsigned int *trajPtr, counter = 0; 
 numDelays = trajInfo->numAccDelays; 
 trajPtr = trajInfo->startAccDelays;  
   // ptr to track intervals for movement pulses in traj array 
 while (numDelays > 0) 
 { 
  counter += (*trajPtr);   

 // set the period register - no prescaler needed 
    // see notebook for how this number calculated 
  trajPtr++; 
  numDelays--; 
 } 
 
 numDelays = trajInfo->numDecDelays; 
 trajPtr = trajInfo->startDecDelays;  
   // ptr to track intervals for movement pulses in traj array 
 while (numDelays > 0) 
 { 
  counter += (*trajPtr);   

// set the period register - no prescaler needed 
    // see notebook for how this number calculated 
  trajPtr++; 
  numDelays--; 
 } 
 return counter; 
} 
 
int generateHFiles () 
{ 
 char startUpText[] = "unsigned int timeUp[%d] =\n{"; 
 char startDownText[] = "unsigned int timeDown[%d] =\n{"; 
 char commentText[] = "/* time vs height in msec */\n"; 
 char endText[] = "};\n"; 
 int i; 
 tableFilePtr = fopen ("timVsHt.h", "w+"); 
 
 
 if (tableFilePtr == NULL) 
 { 
  printf("Can't open output file.\n"); 
  return -1; 
 } 
 fwrite (commentText, strlen(commentText), 1, tableFilePtr); 



 fprintf (tableFilePtr, startUpText, NCM); 
 for (i = 0; i < NCM; i++) 
 { 
  fprintf (tableFilePtr, "%d,\n", (int) travelUpTime[i]); 
 } 
 fwrite (endText, strlen(endText), 1, tableFilePtr); 
 fwrite (commentText, strlen(commentText), 1, tableFilePtr); 
 fprintf (tableFilePtr, startDownText, NCM); 
 for (i = 0; i < NCM; i++) 
 { 
  fprintf (tableFilePtr, "%d,\n", (int) travelDownTime[i]); 
 } 
 fwrite (endText, strlen(endText), 1, tableFilePtr); 
 fclose (tableFilePtr); 
} 
 
main() 
{ 
 int i; 
 unsigned int total = 0; 
 travelUpTime[0] = 0; 
 travelDownTime[0] = 0; 
 for (i = 1; i <  NCM; i++) 
 { 
  travInit(i); 
  travelUpTime[i] = ((fmvit (&travUp))/16000) + 1; 
  travelDownTime[i] = ((fmvit (&travDown))/16000) + 1;  
 } 
 generateHFiles(); 
} 
 
 
END OF C PROGRAM 
 
DELOW ARE THE FOUR FILES OF LISTINGS OF THE MICROPROC 
PROGRAMS 
First low leveldefs, has listing of IO lines and pins 
 
// MACRO DEFINITIONS 
// Since our hardware is active low, any DIRECT (not the bits!) line will be set if it = 0 and 
// clear if it = 1. Since this is opposite to how C operates, these macros  
// disguise that fact to avoid confusion. 
#define IsLineSet(lineName) ((lineName) == 0) 
#define IsLineClear(lineName) ((lineName) == 1) 
#define SetLine(lineName) ((lineName) = 0) 
#define ClearLine(lineName) ((lineName) = 1) 
 
// INPUT LINE DIRECTLY FROM CHIP 
#define DOWNSENSE _RD6  // input line set when shuttle goes below optical index 
 
 
// OUTPUT LINES DIRECTLY TO CHIP 
#define ADVMOT _RD7  // output line advances the servo by 1 step on EVERY up  
    // or down transition of this line 



 
 
// NOW THE HARDWARE INPUT LINES 
// Using a bit structure is actually faster than using bitmasks due to HW support  
// for accessing individual bits. 
// According to the ISO C Standard, bits are allocated from least significant bit 
// to most significant bit, so bits will be allocated as they are laid out here. 
// Need a Union to be able to read in the 16 bits as a unit from the input buffer and 
// then to be able to refer to the individual bits for setting and clearing. Casting will 
// not work. 
union iL // BUFFERED INPUT LINES 
{ 
 struct 
 { 
  unsigned motorErr:1; // bit 0 set when serious error in the servo system 
  unsigned connected:1; // bit 1 set when a connector is not properly connected 
  unsigned emergency:1; 
    // bit 2 set if cherub switch is down - disables motor and causes  
    // system to exit auto mode 
  unsigned :5;  // bits 3-7 unassigned 
  unsigned upSw:1; // bit 8 set when "raise" switch is pushed up - makes  
     // shuttle go up 
  unsigned downSw:1; // bit 9 set when "raise" switch is pushed down - makes  
     // shuttle go down 
  unsigned autoReqSw:1; // bit 10 set when operator pushes the 2 switches to enter  
     // auto mode 
  unsigned :2;  // bit 11-12 unassigned 
     // the following bits are for debugging 
  unsigned testInputs:3; // bit 13 used as a 3-bit unit for distance 
     // bit 14 to subtract from down travel to 
     // bit 15 test for overshoot 
 } inputBits; 
 unsigned int buffer;  // need this to be able to read in the 16 bits as a unit 
}; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
// NOW THE HARDWARE OUTPUT LINES 
// According to the ISO C Standard, bits are allocated from least significant bit 
// to most significant bit, so bits will be allocated as they are laid out here. 
// Need a Union to be able to write out the 16 bits as a unit to the output buffer and 
// then to be able to refer to the individual bits for setting and clearing. Casting will 
// not work. 
union oL // BUFFERED OUTPUT LINES 
{     //output latch "lower byte, voltages 
 struct 
 {    //low when true 
     //5v when false for all IO tio chip. Some inverters on output 
  unsigned upNDnLn:1; 



// bit 0 determines direction of motor. Chip 63 card IIN pin 19 
//card edge 5 

unsigned okCuron:1; // bit 1 okCuron set if currents to both Helmholz coils >1 amp 
//card edge pin M pos true thre  

  unsigned varWrEn:1; // bit 2 Varian Write Enable - transmit some info to 
     //Varian such as expected up/down travel time, never used! 

unsigned fastN:1; // bit 3 turns on fast inner coil to buck main "low" //field 
during relaxtime pin4 pwr  pin 16 chip w63  

  unsigned bukL:1;  // bit 4 bukL 0.5 amp bucking current to lower coil 
     //for currents below 1/2 am. Card edge pin P pos true there  

unsigned scopeTrig:1; // bit 5 the microsec scope trigger - also turns on beep as error 
//signal for 1 sec 

     // if an interrrupt occurs in manual mode.edge pin 14. 
// Operator then has to stop run 

  unsigned scopeVert:1; // bit 6 the vertical output, indicates relax time edge pin 15 
  unsigned :1;  // bit 7 unassigned 
  unsigned autoLn:1; //output latch "upper byte",  (w63)" pin 19 first, 

//chip W39 cardIIN pin 19 first, edge pin K 
     // bit 8 high turns on red auto light   
     //(low green manual light in back implemented by hardware) 
  unsigned :1;  // bit 9 unassigned 
  unsigned signU:1; // bit 10 when set, upper Helmholz coil current is aiding  
     // fringe field 
  unsigned signL:1; // bit 11 does same for lower coil 
  unsigned helm:1;  // bit 12 when set, currents inhelmholx 
     //coils (and others) turn on. Card edge pin K pos true there 
  unsigned fastP:1;  // bit 13 turns on the fast inner coil to aid  
     //main field before & aftr signu  
  unsigned pressOn:1; // bit 14 turns pressure on to force sample down 
     //during pulses at hi field 
  unsigned vacOn:1; // bit 15 turns vacuum on to force sample up  
     //during relax time 
     //pin 12 last 
 } outputBits; 
 unsigned int buffer; 
}; // END BUFFERED OUTPUT LINES 
 
 
// PMA addresses used in PMP comm: 
#define IOLINES 0x0080 // in binary: 0b0000000010000000 
      //                      ^  ^ 
      //                      |  | 
      //                       -- 
      // only bits 4-7 used 
 
#define VARCMD  0x00A0 // in binary: 0b0000000010100000 
      //                      ^  ^ 
      //                      |  | 
      //                       -- 
      // only bits 4-7 used 
 
// For both addresses above, bit 6 is unused. Add 0x10 (set bit 4) to get 
// the address of the upper byte. 
 
// definitions of various global variables 
extern volatile unsigned int varianInt; 



extern volatile unsigned int advFg; 
extern unsigned int upNDown; 
extern union oL  outputLines;   
extern unsigned int errorFlag;  // tracks current error condition 
extern union iL  inputLines;  // END BUFFERED INPUT LINES 
extern unsigned int autoFlag;  // set in Auto mode - cleared in Manual - can't use just auto 
     // as that is a C reserved word 
extern unsigned int lastSigError; 
extern unsigned int lastSigMode; 
 
// function prototypes 
unsigned int readPMP (int addr); 
void writePMP ( unsigned int addr, unsigned int data ); 
void initUART2 (void); 
int putU2 (int c); 
char getU2 (void); 
int putU2e(int c); 
int feind(); 
void MpToPc( int cmndType, int dataToPc, int extraInfo); 
void changeLines(); 
void quartermicsec(unsigned int delay); 
void beep(); 
void readInLines(); 
 
/*END OF LOW LEVEL DEFS*/ 
 
Now file main.c for microproc. 
 
 
#include <p24fj128ga010.h> 
#include <libpic30.h> 
#include "stdio.h" 
#include "..\16micro_08_10.h" 
#include "..\error_and_comm_codes.h" 
#include "lowlevelDefs.h" 
 
void manGo(); 
void autWait(); 
void initializeEnv(); 
 
// Set the config bits for the MPLAB SIM debugger so they don't keep 
// getting overridden to the wrong things 
_CONFIG1( JTAGEN_OFF & GCP_OFF & GWRP_OFF & ICS_PGx2 & FWDTEN_OFF) 
_CONFIG2( FNOSC_PRIPLL & FCKSM_CSDCMD & OSCIOFNC_OFF & POSCMOD_HS) 
// notify the compiler we are not modifying the Program Space Visibility region - an 
// overflow storage area for large amounts of data 
#define _NOPSV  __attribute__((no_auto_psv)) 
 
 
// GLOBAL DECLARATIONS 
// FIRST OFF THE GLOBAL WORDS - ENTIRE CONTENTS ARE MEANINGFUL 
 
// NOW THE GLOBAL FLAGS - EITHER ON OR OFF 
unsigned int autoFlag;  // set in Auto mode - cleared in Manual - can't use just auto 
    // as that is a C reserved word 



unsigned int upNDown;  // set for shuttle to go up - cleared for down 
unsigned int errorFlag;  // tracks current error condition 
unsigned int lastSigError = 0;   // tracks last signalled error - so don't keep 
    // resending the same error condition and 
    // beeping like crazy 
unsigned int lastSigMode = 0; // track the last signalled mode - auto, motorized manual, 
    // unmotorized manual 
volatile unsigned int varianInt; // set by the int4 ISR - causes a read of the Varian  
    // input line ASAP 
volatile unsigned int advFg; // set by the ISR which advances the servo motor 
 
 
// NOW THE GLOBAL POINTERS 
union oL  outputLines;   
union iL  inputLines; // END BUFFERED INPUT LINES 
 
 
unsigned int prevOutWrt = 0; // current setting of output HW lines 
unsigned int prevInRd = 0;  // result of last read of input lines 
 
int main() 
{ 
 initializeEnv (); 
 
    // Check for a connected error right away. If there is one, wait 
    // here until it is fixed since this is a fatal error. 
 readInLines(); 
 while (inputLines.inputBits.connected == 0) 
 { 
    // flag some error 
  if (lastSigError != CONNECTED_ERROR) 
  { 
   beep(); 
   MpToPc(MSGTYPE_NUMBER, CONNECTED_ERROR, 0); 
   lastSigError = CONNECTED_ERROR; 
  } 
  quartermicsec(64000); // wait 16 msec 
  readInLines(); 
 } 
 
 while (1) 
 { 
  readInLines(); 
 
  if (autoFlag == 1)  // run in auto mode  
   autWait(); 
  else   // in manual mode  
   manGo(); 
 } 
}  //end of main module, not end of main file 
 
 
void initializeEnv ()   /*this could be split inot 3 routines*/ 
{ 
 quartermicsec(64000);  // give the equipment time to power up 
     // wait 16 msec 



 
 // *********** INIT ***************** 
 // first, clear output lines 
 outputLines.outputBits.upNDnLn = 0; 
 outputLines.outputBits.okCuron = 0; 
 outputLines.outputBits.varWrEn = 0; 
 outputLines.outputBits.fastN = 0; 
 outputLines.outputBits.bukL = 0; 
 outputLines.outputBits.scopeTrig = 0; 
 outputLines.outputBits.scopeVert = 0; 
 outputLines.outputBits.autoLn = 0; 
 outputLines.outputBits.signU = 0; 
 outputLines.outputBits.signL = 0; 
 outputLines.outputBits.helm = 0; 
 outputLines.outputBits.fastP = 0; 
 outputLines.outputBits.pressOn = 0; 
 outputLines.outputBits.vacOn = 0; 
 changeLines();   // write out the initialized values 
 
     // clear global words, flags and pointers 
 autoFlag = 0; 
 upNDown = 0; 
 lastSigMode = 0;   // issue whatever mode msg comes up 
 errorFlag = 0;   // tracks current error condition 
 varianInt = 0; 
 advFg = 0; 
 
 
 // setup PMP parameters 
 PMCON = 0x83BC;  // write and read enable strobes are active low 
 PMMODE = 0X030F;  // end wait state of 4 Tcy, middle wait state of 2 extra Tcy 
 PMAEN = 0x00F0;  // only bits 4-7 of the PMP address bus are being used 
  
 // set up Timer 1 (the fast counter) 
 _T1IP = 4;   // priority value - default = 4 
 TMR1 = 0;       // clear the timer counter 
 T1CON = 0x8000;  // TIMER1 control register - turned ON and NO prescaler, use  
     // internal clock 
     // change TIMERSCALEFACTOR  

//if using different prescaler! 
_T1IF = 0; // clear interrupt flag - DO THIS BEFORE //ENABLING 

//INTERRUPT AGAIN OR WILL PROBABLY BE 
//HANDLED IMMEDIATELY AGAIN 

 _T1IE = 0;   // disable the timer until we need it 
 
 
   // set up Timer 2 (the slow counter) - if the interval gets too big to fit into  
   // 16 bits, this can be easily extended to a 32-bit timer by adding Timer 3 
 _T2IP = 4; // priority value - default = 4 
 TMR2 = 0;     // clear the timer counter 
 PR2 = 1000 - 1; // period register for Timer 2 - set to trigger every 4 msec 
 T2CON = 0x8020; // TIMER2 control register - turned ON and prescale at 1:64, use  
    // internal clock 
    // change TIMERSCALEFACTOR if using different prescaler! 
 _T2IF = 0;  // clear interrupt flag - DO THIS BEFORE ENABLING  

//INTERRUPT AGAIN OR  



    // WILL PROBABLY BE HANDLED IMMEDIATELY AGAIN 
 _T2IE = 0;  // disable the timer until we need it 
 
 
   // set up Interrupt #4 - comes in on pin RA15 - triggered by Varian input 
 _TRISA15 = 1;   // 0 = set to output, 1 = set to input mode - INT4 
 _INT4EP = 1; // interrupt on negative descending edge 
 _INT4IF = 0; // clear interrupt flag 
 _INT4IE = 1; // enable the interrupt 
 
 _INT4IP = 3; // set to lower priority than the timers 
 
   // set up direct output lines 
 _TRISD7 = 0; // set ADVMOT to output mode  
 _TRISD6 = 1; // set DOWNSENSE to input mode 
 
 initUART2(); //just below 
}   //end initialize env 
 

/*the following called by the above*/ 
#define BAUDRATE 103 

  // see discussion in book by Di Vasio page 112 - 9600 baud 
 
void initUART2 (void) 
{ 
 U2BRG = BAUDRATE; // init the baud rate generator - what does this mean? 
 U2MODE = 0x8000; // enable UART, BRGH = 0 8 bits no parity, 1 stop bit 
 
 U2STA = 0x0400; // enable transmission, clear all other flags 
 
 _TRISF13 = 0;  // use pin RF13 as output 
 _RF13 = 1;  // default status = 1 = not ready for new data 
} 
 
 
 
/*now programs that handle 16 bit ransfers into the apparatus I/O and to the Varian input*/ 
 
/*main output to equipment, note bits are fliped so true is +5 for eequipmnet.  Inverted again 
* by inverters on  Card IIN for a few cases such as Helm, helmholz-on line*/ 
 
 
 
 
void changeLines() 
 
{ 
 unsigned int flipBits; 
 
  // Our hardware is active low so to set a bit it should be set to 0 and to 
  // clear a bit it should be set to 1. This creates confusion here since C 
  // operates completely opposite, so we will use the C convention in the program 
  // and flip the bits just before we write it to hardware. 
 flipBits = ~outputLines.buffer; 
 writePMP (IOLINES, flipBits); 
 prevOutWrt = outputLines.buffer; 



 quartermicsec (400); // just during testing??? 
} 
 
/*main readin routine for equipment lines, also flips bits*/ 
void readInLines() 
{ 
 unsigned int readData; 
 unsigned int flipBits; 
 readData = readPMP (IOLINES); 
 // Our hardware is active low so to set a bit it should be set to 0 and to 
 // clear a bit it should be set to 1. This creates confusion here since C 
 // operates completely opposite, so we will use the C convention in the program 
 // and flip the bits after we read them in from hardware. 
 flipBits = ~readData; 
 prevInRd = inputLines.buffer = flipBits; 
}  
 
/*the following are the 2 lower level I/O routines.  See book by de Vasio*/ 
 
unsigned int readPMP (int addr) 
{ 
 unsigned int wholeThing = 0; 
 unsigned char throwAway, bottomByte = 0, topByte = 0;  
   // make sure that everything is declared unsigned because if 
   // MSbit is set, then the data will be regarded as negative 
   // this leads to unwanted behavior when bytes are shifted around 
 while (PMMODEbits.BUSY); // wait for PMP be to available 
 
 PMADDR = addr; // select the command address 
 throwAway = PMDIN1; // initiate the read cycle with a dummy read, publishes  
    //the address of what we really want 
    // for the next read 
 while (PMMODEbits.BUSY); // wait for PMP to be available 
 bottomByte = PMDIN1;  // initiate read cycle - get lower byte from 1st register 
 while (PMMODEbits.BUSY); // wait for PMP to be available 
 
 PMADDR += 0X10;  // increment address to point to next register 
 
  // when we do a read of the next higher byte, we need to do 
  //another dummy read to publish the new address to the bus 
  // see section 13.4.2 of the PMP Fam Ref Doc Microsoft Doc DS39713B pg 13-20 
 throwAway = PMDIN1;  // initiate the read cycle with a dummy read, publishes the  
     //address of what we really want 
     // for the next read 
 
 while (PMMODEbits.BUSY); // wait for PMP to be available 
 
 topByte = PMDIN1;  // initiate read cycle - get higher byte from 2nd register 
 wholeThing = topByte << 8; // deposit data into upper byte 
 wholeThing |= bottomByte; // fill in lower byte so both 8bit reads are  
     //combined into one 16bit integer 
 return (wholeThing); 
 
} 
 
void writePMP ( unsigned int addr, unsigned int data ) 



{ 
 unsigned char temp; 
 while (PMMODEbits.BUSY); // wait for PMP to be available 
 
 PMADDR = addr;  // the lower byte gets written first  
 temp = data & 0x00FF;  // deposit the lower byte's data into the char to be written 
 PMDIN1 = temp;  // setting PMDIN1 to the data causes it to be written to PMADDR 
 while (PMMODEbits.BUSY); // wait for PMP to be available 
 
 PMADDR += 0X10;  // now write the upper byte 
 temp = data >> 8;   // deposit the upper byte's data into the char to be written 
 PMDIN1 = temp;  // setting PMDIN1 to the data causes it to be written to PMADDR 
 
} 
 
 /*the following sends output messages with identifiers to the pc. 
 The pc has a list of which numer calls which message. That is all the pc does!*/ 
void MpToPc( int cmndType, int dataToPc, int extraInfo) 
{   
 unsigned char msg[10];      //set up output buffer, too long, for future 
 int echo, counter = 4;    //for echo but not used yet 
 unsigned char *pr = msg;    // pointer init to msge start, is this right? 
 
  *pr++ = (cmndType & 7);   //1st char is identifier byte, pc has to be 
                  //programmed to recognize this 
   *pr++ = (unsigned char)dataToPc;   
   *pr++ = (unsigned char)extraInfo;   
  *pr = 0;         //end flag 
  pr = msg;    //pointer reset to start 
 
  while (counter>0)  //now output the string of 3 bytes 
 { 
   counter--;      //byte counter 
   echo = putU2(*pr++);  //output byte, inrem poiter 
 }    //echo not used yet 
}    //end of MpToPc  
 
int putU2 (int c) 
{ 
 while (_RF12) ;   // when pin is 1, not OK to send new data 
 
 while (U2STAbits.UTXBF) ; // wait while transmit buffers are full 
 
 U2TXREG = c; 
 return c; 
}   //end putu2 
 
 
/*handy little routines next*/ 
 
void quartermicsec(unsigned int delay)   //a delay of 4000 yields about a 1 msec delay 
{ 
     while (delay>0) delay--; 
} 
 
void beep () 



{ 
 int i; 
 
 outputLines.outputBits.scopeTrig = 1; 
 changeLines();  // write out to enable beep 
 // beep for 1 sec 
 for (i = 0; i < 1000; i++) 
 { 
  quartermicsec(4000); // equals 1 mSec 
 } 
 outputLines.outputBits.scopeTrig = 0; // beep off 
 changeLines(); 
} 
 
/*ISR's iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiisssssssssssssssssssssssrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr*/ 
 
// DON'T FORGET TO DECLARE ISR VARIABLES AS VOLATILE IF ACCESSING THEM IN ISR 
AND CODE 
 
 
// Timer1 ISR USED TO ADVANCE SERVO IN FAST SHUTTLE 
// every time this ISR is called, the movement interval in the traj array has gone by 
//This ISR is unique in that it does something, it advances the servo 1 mm. Advfg tells the prog to 
// set up the next delay/adv.  Faster to do it here? 
void _ISR _NOPSV _T1Interrupt( void)  
{ 
 ADVMOT = !ADVMOT;  // send a pulse by toggling the servo line 
 advFg = 1;   // notify main line code that ISR has been called and timer 
     // period has expired. Is this used now? 
     // remember you need to clear the interrupt flag before exit 
 _T1IF = 0;  // flag set when ISR needs to be called, which is why it must 
     // be cleared before returning or ISR will get called again 
 
} 
 
 
   // Timer2 ISR - the slow timer that moves the shuttle in manual mode 
   // it sends a movement pulse every 1/1000 sec 
void _ISR _NOPSV _T2Interrupt( void)  
{ 
 ADVMOT = !ADVMOT;  // send a pulse by toggling the servo line 
 
     // remember you need to clear the interrupt flag before exit 
 _T2IF = 0;  // flag set when ISR needs to be called, which is why it must 
     // be cleared before returning or ISR will get called again 
 
 
} 
 
 
// Interrupt 4 ISR 
// The Varian triggers this interrupt when it has instructions to send via an interrupt cable 
//(new) this interrupt is disabled during the fast shuttling motion run be the module fmovit. 
//It was disabled because we had truopble with spurious interrupts and, on occasion, unusually 
//fast motion downward when this happened,. suggesting a problem with a spurious interrupt4 
//screwing up the counter that provides the interval timing for the motion. 



 
void _ISR _NOPSV _INT4Interrupt( void)  
{ 
   // this is called every time INT4/RA15 gets an input 
 varianInt = 1;  
   //this interrupt is serviced by the main program, this is accepted practice 
   // remember you need to clear the interrupt flag before exit 
 _INT4IF = 0; 
} 
 
END OF MAIN FOR MICROPROC 
NOW MANUAL LISTING FILE 
 
#include <p24fj128ga010.h> 
#include <libpic30.h> 
#include "stdio.h" 
#include "..\16micro_08_10.h" 
#include "..\error_and_comm_codes.h" 
#include "lowlevelDefs.h" 
 
 
unsigned int manMove = 0;  // set when movement in Manual mode 
extern unsigned int lastSigError; 
 
void startManualUpwardMotion(); 
void startManualDownwardMotion(); 
 
int finalFnd = 2;   // number of final movement steps in feind() 
 
void manGo() 
{ 
    //this is the exit from the motorized manual mode to the automatic mode 
 
 if ( (inputLines.inputBits.autoReqSw == 1) && (manMove == 0)) 
    //if auto request button pushed 
 { 
  if (inputLines.inputBits.emergency == 1) // this sems unlikely 
  { 
   _T2IE = 0; // turn off Timer2 so no more slow servo movement pulses generated 
   manMove = 0; // clear motion flag 
     // if this has already been signalled, ignore it, else show redo autreq 
   if (lastSigError != REDO_AUTO_REQUEST) 
   { 
    beep(); 
    MpToPc(MSGTYPE_NUMBER, REDO_AUTO_REQUEST, 0); 
    lastSigError = REDO_AUTO_REQUEST; 
   }  //above probably useless? 
   return; 
  } 
 
  if (feind() == -1) //calls feind to move sample down 
  {  //but seems unlikely also but no harm 
   lastSigMode = 0; 
   return; 
  } 
   //OK enter auto mode next loop thru main THIS IS IT 
  autoFlag = 1; 
  manMove = 0; 
  outputLines.outputBits.autoLn = 1;  // turn on red auto light 
  changeLines(); 



  return; 
 } 
 
   // this errorFlag value gets set in doShortCommand if the short 
   // commands don't arrive in order?? maybe not, any longer AGR 

//this emits a beep if the user types "go" while not in auto mode 
 if ((varianInt != 0) || (errorFlag == UNEXPECTED_VARIAN_INT)) 
 { 
  beep(); 
  varianInt = 0; 
  _T2IE = 0; // turn off Timer2 so no more slow servo movement pulses generated 
  manMove = 0; // clear motion flag 
  return; 
 } 
 
 /* don't try to understan this and the next major "ifs". This one senses that one of the emergency 
 swithches has been pushed down; and it immediately emits the message that the system has entered 
 the unmnotorized manual mode.  But what already has happened is that the power to  the microproc 
 is is turned off so it dies shortly!!  Thge same switch turns off the 110 V ac power to the 
 servo.  So the "unmotorized manual mode is a fraud.  So what? It is an easy way to accomplish 
 several things without extra wiring. 
 */ 
 if (inputLines.inputBits.emergency == 1) 
 { 
  _T2IE = 0; // turn off Timer2 so no more slow servo movement pulses generated 
  manMove = 0; // clear motion flag 
    // if this has already been signalled, ignore it 
  if (lastSigMode != EMERGENCY_ERROR) 
  { 
//   beep(); 
   MpToPc(MSGTYPE_NUMBER, EMERGENCY_ERROR, 0); 
   lastSigMode = EMERGENCY_ERROR; 
  } 
  return; 
 } 
 
 if (lastSigMode != MANUAL_MODE_GREETING) 
    //put out manual mode message on PC screen once 
 { 
//  beep(); 
  MpToPc(MSGTYPE_NUMBER, MANUAL_MODE_GREETING, 0); 
  lastSigMode = MANUAL_MODE_GREETING; 
  outputLines.outputBits.autoLn = 0;  // turn on green manual light 
  changeLines(); 
 } 
 //end of fraud. 
 
 
 
 /*the next bunch of "ifs" manage the only thing that happens during the manual mode: there is a thin 
 panel in back of the rack with 3 buttons marke up, down, and stop. Pushing "UP" makes the sample 
 start to move up.  Pressing stop makes it stop. and down move down.  The downward motion 
 stops when the sample passes below the optical sensor.  The upper motion continues until 
 the crosspiece hits the top and the motor would emit an error message except that the error 
 message of the servo is broken, and it just quits. No problem except bafflement until the boss  
 notices that the emergency switch has to be pushed down.  These 3 swithches could be omiuted 
 but they provide a useful way to verify that the microproc is running. 
 */ 
 
 if ((inputLines.inputBits.upSw == 1) && (inputLines.inputBits.downSw == 1)) 
 { 
   // these lines set at virtually the same time when the stop button is pushed 



   // by diodes connected to the switch that pull down both the upsw and dowsw lines 
  _T2IE = 0;  // turn off Timer2 so no more slow servo movement pulses generated 
  manMove = 0; 
  return; 
 } 
 else if ((IsLineSet(DOWNSENSE)) && (manMove == 1))  
  //STOP MOTION IF optical sensor is passed going down. 
  //note there is no upper sensor and if it reaches the top the ser's excess torque sensor stops 
  //the motor and set the error line but that does not work.  So you have to turn off the motrs's 
  //power and turn it on to clear the internal error line.  Then push up both emergency swtchs 
 { 
  if (upNDown == 0) // going down 
  {   
   _T2IE = 0; // turn off Timer2 so no more slow servo movement pulses generated 
   manMove = 0; 
   return; 
  } 
 } 
 else if (inputLines.inputBits.upSw == 1)//start up if start button pushed alone 
 { 
  startManualUpwardMotion(); //see following modules 
  manMove = 1; 
  return; 
 } 
 else if (inputLines.inputBits.downSw == 1) //go down if down button is pushed alone 
 { 
  if (IsLineClear(DOWNSENSE))    // can't go down if we're at 
the bottom 
  { 
   startManualDownwardMotion(); //see ollowing 
   manMove = 1; 
  } 
  return; 
 } 
}       //loop back 
      //end of manual control routines.,  Helper routines for them: 
 
void startManualDownwardMotion()   //called by mango 
{ 
 upNDown = 0;    // shuttle going down 
 outputLines.outputBits.upNDnLn = 0;  // clear if going down 
 changeLines(); 
 _T2IE = 1;    // enable the slow timer that sends pulses to servo 
     // manual mode has hard-coded interval between movement pulses 
} 
   
void startManualUpwardMotion()     //called by mango 
{ 
 upNDown = 1;    // shuttle going up 
 outputLines.outputBits.upNDnLn = 1;  // set if going up 
 changeLines(); 
 
 _T2IE = 1;    // enable the slow timer that sends pulses to servo 
     // manual mode has hard-coded interval between movement pulses 
} 
 
//FEIND ROUTIN also called in auto mode 
//The following finds the optical sensor, that is it moves the shuttlerto one or two 
//mm below the point where the light path of the optical sensor is first blocked 
// by the piece of plastic attached to the cross piece.  It is called by mango as mango 
//turns itself off and the system switches into auto.  And it is called twice  in each cyle 
//during the running cycled during 



// the recovery time d1.  Once at the start of D1, by short instructuiioon 1, and once about 
//0.3 sec before the end of D!.  The latter is "just in case", I thot that the first feind 
//might be inerfered with by remenant vibratiobn 
 
 
int feind()  
{ 
 int i, counter; 
 
 upNDown = 0;    // shuttle will go down 
 outputLines.outputBits.upNDnLn = 0;  // clear if going down 
 changeLines(); 
 
 counter = 0; 
 while (IsLineClear(DOWNSENSE))//dierect connect not buffered, faster 
 { 
  ADVMOT = !ADVMOT;  // send  pulses by toggling the servo line 
  quartermicsec(8000);  //sets the pace 
  counter++; 
 
  if (counter > NCM)   //reduces annoyance produced by hangup 
  { 
   errorFlag = MOTOR_ERROR; 
   return(-1); 
  } 
 } 
      // now should be at DOWNSENSE 
      // we're at the bottom so go up a small bit 
 upNDown = 1;    // shuttle going up 
 outputLines.outputBits.upNDnLn = 1;  // set if going up 
 changeLines(); 
 while (IsLineSet(DOWNSENSE))  // go up until clear of DOWNSENSE 
 { 
  ADVMOT = !ADVMOT;  // send a pulse by toggling the servo line 
      //it will move 1 mmeach pulse  
  quartermicsec(64000); 
  quartermicsec(64000); 
 } 
 
 if (finalFnd >= 0)    //disaster if it was zero or less 
 { 
  upNDown = 0;   // going down some # of steps 
  outputLines.outputBits.upNDnLn = 0; // clear if going down 
  changeLines(); 
  counter = finalFnd;   //set to go down finalfind times. 
      //Two is a good number, never hang s up 
 } 
 
    if (counter < 0)  counter = -counter;      // just in case 
 for (i = 0; i < counter; i++)    // go down finalfind times 
 { 
  quartermicsec (16000); 
      // now move the # of steps specified by finalFnd/counter 
  ADVMOT = !ADVMOT;  // send a pulse by toggling the servo line 
 } 
 
 return(0); 
} 
 
 
 
 



 
 
//GARBAGE 
/*motor error line not working, cut, could be useful if repaired*/ 
if (errorFlag == MOTOR_ERROR) 
 { 
  if (lastSigError != MOTOR_ERROR) 
  { 
   beep(); 
   MpToPc(MSGTYPE_NUMBER, MOTOR_ERROR, 0); 
   lastSigError = MOTOR_ERROR; 
  } 
  errorFlag = 0; 
  return; 
 } 
*/ 
/*motor error line not working, cut*/ 
if (errorFlag == MOTOR_ERROR) 
 { 
  if (lastSigError != MOTOR_ERROR) 
  { 
   beep(); 
   MpToPc(MSGTYPE_NUMBER, MOTOR_ERROR, 0); 
   lastSigError = MOTOR_ERROR; 
  } 
  errorFlag = 0; 
  return; 
 } 
*/ 
 
 
/* if (inputLines.inputBits.motorErr == 1)  //motor error not working, cut 
 { 
  _T2IE = 0;  // turn off Timer2 so no more slow servo movement pulses generated 
  manMove = 0; // clear motion flag 
  // if this has already been signalled, ignore it 
  if (lastSigError != MOTOR_ERROR) 
  { 
   beep(); 
   MpToPc(MSGTYPE_NUMBER, MOTOR_ERROR, 0); 
   lastSigError = MOTOR_ERROR; 
  } 
  return; 
 } 
 
 if (inputLines.inputBits.connected == 0) //connected grounded to be 1 now so cut   
 { 
  // something is not connected anymore 
  _T2IE = 0;   // turn off Timer2 so no more slow servo movement pulses generated 
  manMove = 0; // clear motion flag 
  // flag error 
  if (lastSigError != CONNECTED_ERROR) 
  { 
   beep(); 
   MpToPc(MSGTYPE_NUMBER, CONNECTED_ERROR, 0); 
   lastSigError = CONNECTED_ERROR; 
  } 
  return; 
 } 
   END OF CUTS*/ 
 
END OF MANUAL LISTING FILE 
 
Auto mode listings next 



 
//Automode.c 
 
//oct9 2012 
 
#include <p24fj128ga010.h> 
#include <libpic30.h> 
#include "stdio.h" 
#include "..\16micro_08_10.h" 
#include "..\error_and_comm_codes.h" 
#includeADVMOT "lowlevelDefs.h" 
 
// this include file is generated by LongTrajectory and contains the 
//  off-line-precalculated actual delays for travelling up and down 
//it was generated by PC programs that follow this entire file 
#include "..\16micro_08_10_delays.h" 
 
unsigned int varCmnd = 0;  // result of reading the Varian lines 
unsigned int lowField = 0;  // when set, slow coil and fast coil will 
    // not come on, if set they will do so 
unsigned int okcuronfg = 0;  //when set the okCuron line will be set in short command 3 
unsigned int bukfgL = 0;  //when set, bucking current for Kepco supply on lower coil will be turned on 
    //when the main current are, in short command 3 
unsigned int numCountsMax = NCM; 
 
struct movementInfo 
 { 
 unsigned int numAccDelays; 
 unsigned int *startAccDelays; 
 unsigned int numDecDelays; 
 unsigned int *startDecDelays; 
 unsigned int endTravelFlag; 
 } travUp = {0, NULL, 0, NULL, 0}, travDown = {0, NULL, 0, NULL, 0}; 
 
/*These structures define shorter delay strings less than NCM in length 
pathched together from the .. delays.h file included above. endtravfelflaf flags last segment 
but is never used. numaccdelays will later point to first element of upward delays in ..delays.h 
and startDecDelays poins to the las part part of the upward ..delays.h array. numacDelays and  
numdecDelays are the length of the two segments and must equal the total shorter lengths.   
This was defined for later versatility, use of structuresw here really not needed. 
*/  
 
 
int checkExitBitsSet(); 
void autoEx (int errMess); 
void doShortCommand(); 
void varianRead(); 
void travInit (unsigned int len, unsigned int underShoot); 
void fmvit (struct movementInfo *trajInfo); 
 
unsigned int shutBusy = 0;  // set on during up or down fast shuttle travel and left on  
    // during the delay between up and down - not changed in 
    // manual mode 
//unsigned int timeFactor = 0;????whatsit 
 
 
 
void autWait()   //main loop-around in automode 
{ 
 unsigned int commandType;//2 bit int extracted from bits 10, 11 of variam instruction 
 //which convey what "long" instrucvtion is to be done 
 unsigned int distance, underShoot; 
   //distance is length of travel for this Vexp 
   //undershoot is obscure and is am't by which the down travel  
   //is reduced, determined by which of 
   //3 pins on the crct board are grounded, used to study overshoot 
 
 
 



 if (lastSigMode != AUTO_MODE_GREETING) // if just entering auto mode for the first time 
 {  //output the greeting message on the pc and flag that the message has been output 
  MpToPc(MSGTYPE_NUMBER, AUTO_MODE_GREETING, 0); 
  lastSigMode = AUTO_MODE_GREETING; 
 } 
 
  // if no Varian input, there is nothing to do 
 if (varianInt == 0) 
  return;  //end of looparound if no interrupt from Varian 
 else 
 { 
  varianInt = 0;  // clear the flag that was set by the Varian ISR 
  varianRead();  // input the Varian command into the  
     // global varCmnd uninverted 
 
  commandType =  varCmnd >> 10; //shift bit 10, 11 to 0, 1  
      //and mask out the others    
  commandType &= 3;      
 
  switch (commandType) //now decode the possibilities 
  { 
  case 0:    // bit 15 of varCmnd reverses current of 
    // upper coil 
   if ((varCmnd & 0x8000) == 0x8000) //if bit 15 is set 
   outputLines.outputBits.signU = 1; //setting this line turns on   
       //a reversing relay on the Upper coil 
            
       //fortunately the coil is off so sparks don't fly!! 
   else outputLines.outputBits.signU = 0; 
   changeLines(); /actually change the lines 
   if ((varCmnd & 0x2000) == 0x2000) //bit 13 set? 
   okcuronfg = 1;   //buckin current on later 
   else //UPPER COIL DOES NOT NEED BUCKING 
   okcuronfg = 0;   //buckin current off,upper coil, not kepco 
       
       //bit 14 signals not to output the current 
   if ((varCmnd & 0x4000) == 0) //if bit 14 set set flag 
   lowField = 0; 
   else lowField = 1;    
   changeLines(); //actually change the lines 
                          break;      
  case 1:   // bit 15 of varCmnd reverses current of 
                              // Lower coil same reversal 
   if ((varCmnd & 0x8000) == 0x8000)       
    outputLines.outputBits.signL = 1; 
   else outputLines.outputBits.signL = 0; 
     //changeLines();    *>*/ 
     //generate flages from bits 14, 13 
   if ((varCmnd & 0x2000) == 0x2000) 
   bukfgL = 1; //buckin current on later 
   else 
   bukfgL = 0; //buckin current off    
   if ((varCmnd & 0x4000) == 0) // bit 14 enable coils 
    lowField = 0; //repetitious but so what 
      //the varian pulse program must set bit 14 for both 
      //instructions 1 and 2  
   else lowField = 1; 
   changeLines();  //actually change the lines 
   break; 
 
 
     //cases 0,1,3 are supposed to occur only during the "run" time 
     //before each Vexp and only at the beginning of the Vexp 
     //case 2 occurs several (seven) times during each pulse sequence 
  case 2: doShortCommand(); //decode and execute short commands 
                break; 
                             
  case 3: distance = varCmnd & 0x3FF; //this transmitts the 10 bit distance used in this Vexp 
      //timeFactor = varCmnd >> 14; not used? 
   readInLines(); 



   underShoot = inputLines.inputBits.testInputs; 
      //this is a 3 digit numberas defined in the declaration of the  
      //input lines it is defined in an obscure computerese manner       
   travInit (distance, underShoot); 
    //this uses these inputs to set up "structures" that define  
    //the up and downdelays, see the listing for 
    //the travinit module below 
   break; 
 
  default: break; //useless 
  } 
 } 
}  
 
 
 
int checkExitBitsSet() //this module checks whether one of the 
   //emergency switches has been turned off.  If so the automode is exited and 
   //the message for the "unmotorized manual mode" is output. 
   //However, it is a fraud because the emergency switch also turns 
   //off this processor!  Fortunately the power to the processor 
   //stays on long enuf for the "error" message to get to the PC 
{ 
   // if any error lines are set, exit auto mode 
   // if they are all clear, enter auto mode 
 if ((inputLines.inputBits.motorErr == 1) ||  
  (inputLines.inputBits.connected == 0) ||(inputLines.inputBits.emergency == 1) ) 
 { 
   // might be a spurious signal - wait a bit and check again 
  quartermicsec(64000); // wait 16 msec make this shorter? 
  readInLines(); 

 if ((inputLines.inputBits.motorErr == 1) || ( 
 inputLines.inputBits.connected==0)||(inputLines.inputBits.emergency == 1) ) 
   return 1;  // bits still set, time to exit auto mode 
  else 
   return 0;  // bits not set anymore, continue in auto mode  
 } 
}  
 
 
void doShortCommand()  //called during each pulse cycle 7 or more times 
 { 
 unsigned int shortCommand; 
 shortCommand = varCmnd & 0xF; // mask the bottom 4 bits, only 3 used now 
   //the short commands are listed here in the actual temporal order in which they occur 
   //however any one could be called in any order.. except: thw first one raises a flag 
   //that has to be set for the later ones to do much of anything 
 
 switch (shortCommand) 
  { 
  case 0:  break;   // noop currently 
  
  case 1:   //called by the Varian program at the beginning of delay D1  
   if (feind() == -1) //this calls feind, the routine that looks for the transiton signalled 
     //by downsense when the crosspiec reaches the optical sensor  
     //and puts it 1-2 mm below the sensor 
   { 
    autoEx(0); //if Feind is unsuccessful, exit auto mode  
    return; 
   }   
    //otherwise raises the scopr trace which indicates what is going on but is 
    //unimportant 
   outputLines.outputBits.scopeVert = 0;  
   changeLines(); 
   shutBusy = 1; //most important it sets the shutbusy flag which enables 
     //major parts of cases 2-6... as just below 
   break; 
  
  case 2:   //this is called 0.1 to 0.3 sec before actual motion  
   if (shutBusy ==1) 



   { 
    if (feind() == -1) 
     //calls Feind again because i feared that the previous feind was 
     //influenced by residual vibration.  You can see whe these 
     //2 feinds occur because the led on the motor module flickers 
    { 
     autoEx(0); 
     return;       
    }   
 
    if (lowField == 1)  
     //if the lowfield coils are needed turn them on 
    { 
     outputLines.outputBits.helm = 1;     
   outputLines.outputBits.fastP = 1;  
     if (bukfgL == 1) 
      //turn on bucking current if needed 
     { 
      outputLines.outputBits.bukL = 1; 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      outputLines.outputBits.bukL = 0; 
     } 
     outputLines.outputBits.fastP = 1; 
    } 
    else //if the lowfield coils are not needed 
    { 
     outputLines.outputBits.helm = 0; //turn them off just in case 
     outputLines.outputBits.fastP = 0; 
     outputLines.outputBits.bukL = 0; 
    } 
    outputLines.outputBits.upNDnLn = 1; // set to make the shuttle go up 
  
    changeLines(); 
   } 
   break; 
  
  case 3:  //this initiates the actual motion 
   if (shutBusy == 1) 
   { 
    // only go up if we are sure we are all the way at the bottom 
    if ( IsLineSet(DOWNSENSE) ) // see macro definition at top, downsense is 
        //a direct line that is read with little delay 
    { 
     outputLines.outputBits.scopeVert = 1; 
        //move scope trace up, unimpoprtant  
     outputLines.outputBits.pressOn = 0; 
        //turn off the low pressure at the top  
     outputLines.outputBits.vacOn = 1;  
      //turn on the vacuum that will pull it up about 7 mm 
      //7 mm is (9mm minus an assumed 2mm) where 
      // 2mm is the point where previous pressure 
      //(just turned off) pushed the sample below the transition point of  
      //the optical sensor 
      //and 9 mm it the total free length of the flexible coupler 
     changeLines(); 
     upNDown = 1; // flag that shuttle going up 
     quartermicsec(40); //delayjust in case?? 
     fmvit (&travUp);  
       //this is the actual travel module and takes the whole  
       //time used to move up 
     outputLines.outputBits.scopeVert = 0;//show the operator how long it took  
     changeLines(); 
    } 
    else 
    { 
      // output error because we were not at the bottom 
     beep(); 
     MpToPc(MSGTYPE_NUMBER, DOWNSENSE_NOT_SET_ERROR, 0); 



     autoEx(0); //exit automode 
    } 
   } 
   break; 
 
  case 4:     //this occurs at the start of the relaxation delay  
   if (shutBusy == 1) 
   { 
    if (lowField == 1) 
    { 
     outputLines.outputBits.fastN = 1; 
       //reverse the fast field coil to get field where you asked 
     if (okcuronfg == 1) 
     { 
      outputLines.outputBits.okCuron = 1; 
       //turn on line to error card that both currents hi enuf 
       //for dynamic error beep to uccur 
     } 
    } 
   } 
    outputLines.outputBits.fastP = 0;  //ok to do these even if lowfield is clear 
   outputLines.outputBits.upNDnLn = 0; // clear if going down 
   changeLines(); 
   break; 
  
  case 5:     //occurs at end of relaxation delay  
   outputLines.outputBits.fastN = 0; 
   if (shutBusy == 1) 
   { 
    if (lowField == 1)  //reverse the fast coil and leave on until next 
       // instruction 6 
    { 
     outputLines.outputBits.fastP = 1; 
    } 
   } 
    outputLines.outputBits.okCuron = 0; 
       //turn off dynamic error test 
   changeLines(); 
   break; 
  
  case 6: //should occur shiortly after case 5, start downward  
   outputLines.outputBits.bukL = 0; 
   outputLines.outputBits.helm = 0; // clear to turn off coils 
   outputLines.outputBits.fastP = 0; //this and the above should be before the "if"? 
   outputLines.outputBits.scopeTrig = 1; //trigger the scopr now 
   outputLines.outputBits.scopeVert = 1;  
   changeLines();  // write out to strobe scopeTrig 
        // wait for 2 usec 
   quartermicsec (8); 
   outputLines.outputBits.scopeTrig = 0; // scopeTrig up 
   outputLines.outputBits.vacOn = 0; 
   outputLines.outputBits.pressOn = 1; //STAYS ON DURING FINAL 90, fid 
   changeLines(); 
   upNDown = 0; // shuttle going down 
   quartermicsec(40);//EDIT THIS 
     // only go down if shuttle has been moving already (hopefully up) 
     // and if DOWNSENSE is clear, meaning the shuttle is not at the 
     // bottom. 
   if ((shutBusy == 1) && (IsLineClear(DOWNSENSE))) 
     fmvit (&travDown);   
   break; 
 
  case 7: 
   outputLines.outputBits.scopeVert = 0;  
   changeLines(); 
   shutBusy = 0; 
   break; 
  } 
 } 
} 



 
 
   //the following is called in long intruct 3 and calculates the structures 
   //used t0 assemble the shorter arrays 
void travInit (unsigned int len, unsigned int underShoot) 
{ 
   //len is length of shorter travel 
   //undershoot is normally zero but can be up to 0xF 
   //as determinede by clip lead posts grounded on card IIN  
 unsigned int  nra, nrd,  nfa, nfd; 
   //nra and nfa are initial (accelerating) lengths ofrising and falling array sections 
   //nrd  and nfd are later (decelerating lengths 
   //unsigned int nram, nfam 
   //nram and nrdm were such lengths of original longdelay arrays, not needed 
 float flength,f ncm, ftemp; 
   // if the travel distance is longer than our travel arrays, there is a  
   // problem so return for now, generate error later 
   // also return if len is a non-useful number 
 if ( (len > numCountsMax) || (len <= 0) )  //numCountsMax set = to NCM emlewhere, lnth of long arrays 
 { 
  // insure that travel arrays don't contain old/bogus info and 
  // generate error(eventually) 
  travUp.numAccDelays = 0; 
  travUp.startAccDelays = NULL; 
  travUp.numDecDelays = 0; 
  travUp.startDecDelays = NULL; 
  travDown.numAccDelays = 0; 
  travDown.startAccDelays = NULL; 
  travDown.numDecDelays = 0; 
  travDown.startDecDelays = NULL; 
  return; 
 } 
 
   // BE VERY CAREFUL HERE!! Any values being divided need to be float's, since 
   // if the resulting quotient is fractional and the operands are int's, the answer  
   // will be 0, since integer division gets truncated! This happens regardless 
   // of what type the final answer is. 
   //do a flot calc of the structure elements, time needed is not a problem since 
   //we are now inside long instruct 3 thast is only called once 
//PROBLEM WITH ROUNDOFF HERE 
 flength = (float)len; 
 fncm = (float)numCountsMax; 
 ftemp = LongTrajectorynram;  // defined in 16micro_08_10_delays.h nram, convert to float 
 nra = (ftemp * (flength/fncm)) +0.5; //pure float calc, then round to int. +0.5 round to nearestint  
  //key calculation to scale down accelerating array 
     //don't have to scale down secod part in same way! 
 nrd = len - nra ; 
     //stuff em into structure 
 travUp.numAccDelays = nra; 
 travUp.startAccDelays = upDelays; 
 travUp.numDecDelays = nrd; 
 travUp.startDecDelays = &(upDelays[numCountsMax - nrd - 1]); 
      //repeat for falling trajectory 
 ftemp = LongTrajectorynfam; 
 nfa = (ftemp * (flength/fncm)) + 0.5;  //float short calc, rnd to nerest int 
      //next command would cut undershoot 
      // nfd = len - nfa - 1; 
    nfd = len - underShoot - nfa;   //keep it 
      //stuff em 
 travDown.numAccDelays = nfa; 
 travDown.startAccDelays = downDelays; 
 travDown.numDecDelays = nfd; 
 travDown.startDecDelays = &(downDelays[numCountsMax - nfd - 1]); 
}      //we checked that the above works with the debugger 
 
 
     //below callled by short instructions 3 nad 6 but with different upnDown value 
void fmvit (struct movementInfo *trajInfo) 
{ 
 int numDelays; 



 unsigned int *trajPtr; 
 
 _INT4IE = 0;   // disable the V arian interrupt to avoid 
     //problems due to spurious interrups 
 numDelays = trajInfo->numAccDelays; 
 trajPtr = trajInfo->startAccDelays; 
     // ptr to track intervals for movement pulses in traj array 
 advFg = 0;    // this gets set when ISR is invoked and has to be reset 
 
 if ( (numDelays < 1) ||  
   ((trajInfo->numAccDelays + trajInfo->numDecDelays) > NCM) ) 
 { 
     // print out some error 
     // if the total # of delays is > than NCM, there is a problem 
  beep(); 
  MpToPc(MSGTYPE_NUMBER, NUMBER_DELAYS_ERROR, 0); 
  autoEx(0); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 
     //acellerating part 
 TMR1 = 0; 
 PR1 = 32000;   // just in case, when enabling Timer1, period = 2 msec 
 _T1IE = 1; 
 !ADVMOT;   // advance the motor 
 while (numDelays > 0) 
 { 
  PR1 = (*trajPtr)-1;     // set the period register - no prescaler needed 
  TMR1 = 0; 
  while (advFg == 0);  // wait for timer to fire 
     //when it fires, interupt has occured. ADVMOT has been complemented 
     //and next physical advance ha started 
  advFg = 0; 
  trajPtr++; 
  numDelays--; 
 } 
 
     //decellerating part of travel 
 _T1IE = 0;    // disable timer while we don't need it 
 numDelays = trajInfo->numDecDelays; 
 trajPtr = trajInfo->startDecDelays; 
     // ptr to track intervals for movement pulses in traj array 
 advFg = 0;    // this gets set when ISR is invoked 
 _T1IE = 1;    // re-enable timer 
     //decelerating part of trave   
 while (numDelays > 0) 
 { 
  PR1 = (*trajPtr)-1;     // set the period register - no prescaler needed 
  TMR1 = 0; 
  while (advFg == 0);  // wait for timer to fire 
     //when it fires, interupt has occured. ADVMOT has been complemented 
      //and next physical advance ha started 
  advFg = 0; 
  trajPtr++; 
  numDelays--; 
 } 
 _T1IE = 0;     // disable timer 
 advFg = 0; 
 _INT4IE = 1; // enable the Varian interrupt 
} 
 
 
 //used by several short instructuions when errors are detected.Exits auto mode.  Not needed? 
void autoEx (int errMess) 
{ 
 _T1IE = 0;   // disable the auto movement interrupt 
 autoFlag = 0; 
 shutBusy = 0; 
 advFg = 0; 



 varianInt = 0; 
 lastSigMode = 0; 
    // clear all the output lines 
 outputLines.outputBits.upNDnLn = 0;  
 outputLines.outputBits.okCuron = 0; 
 outputLines.outputBits.varWrEn = 0;  
 outputLines.outputBits.fastN = 0;  
 outputLines.outputBits.bukL = 0; 
 outputLines.outputBits.scopeTrig = 0; 
   outputLines.outputBits.scopeVert = 0; 
 outputLines.outputBits.autoLn = 0;  
 outputLines.outputBits.signU = 0;  
 outputLines.outputBits.signL = 0;  
 outputLines.outputBits.helm = 0;  
 outputLines.outputBits.fastP = 0;  
 outputLines.outputBits.pressOn = 0;  
 outputLines.outputBits.vacOn = 0;  
 
  changeLines(); 
 
}  
 
void varianRead() 
{ 
 varCmnd = readPMP (VARCMD); 
 //for reading varian input instructions don't invert them! 
} 
 
 
END OF MP FILE LISTING "AUTOMODE" 
 
THE FOLLOWING PC PROGRAMS ARE FOR GENERATING THE "LONG TRAJECCTORY" 
ARRAY THAT IS INCLUDED IN THE ABOVE AUTOMOD mp FILES.  THE FIRST TWO ARE 
INCLUDED IN THE AUTOMODE LISTINGS.  The following one has only one entry, "NCM', 
which is the legth of the long trajectory in millimters, and after that  is an example of the long 
trajectory array which is the only one we used for several years.  It is generated by a C -language 
series of programs after the array using parameters defined by hand in the program, as will be 
described below. 
 
// the maximum number of delays in the longest 
// trajectory. Change this number carefully since 
// if the number of delays is greater than the max 
// distance of the shuttle, the MP program will try 
// to move the shuttle off either end 
 
#define NCM 883 
/*contains the sequential delays for the fast shuttle. */ 
 
unsigned int upDelays[NCM] 
={48000,19882,15256,12861,11331,10244,9420,8768,8235,7789,7408,7078,6789,6533, 
//now edit out about 200 delays 
1650,1646,1642,1638,1634,1631,1627,1623,1619,1616,1617,1618,1619,1621,1622,1623, 
/*the peak velocity upward was (16000/1616} meters per sec.  These numbers are 
thenumber of clock ticks between each advance.  Each of the advances is 1 mmeter*/ 
/*now edtit out another ~650 elements*/ 
15187,16316,17743,19626,22276,26424,34437,64000,0}; 
//end of upward motion 
 
//start of downward motion 



unsigned int downDelays[NCM] ={64000,26509,20341,17148,15108,13658, 
//now cut hundreds until we see where they were limited to >=1600 
1613,1611,1609,1607,1605,1603,1600,1600,1600,1600,1600,1600, 
//because they are cut we can't see where the minimum delay would have been 
//cut hundreds of 1600's 
1600,1600,1600,1600,1600,1601,1606,1610,1614,1618,1622,1626,1630,1635, 
//cut to the end 
8266,8881,9658,10683,12125,14383,18745,45254,0,}; 
//end of downward motion 
 
//the following are the lengths of the accelerating parts of the two trajectories. 
int LongTrajectorynram = 220, LongTrajectorynfam = 588; (end of file) 
 /*These numbers are used to produce the delays for the shorter trips as guided by 
travinit and executed by fmovit, and also by the PC program that generated the 
arrays unsigned int travelUpTime[NCM] unsigned int travelDownTime[NCM] used 
to avoid wasted time or needless manual adjustment.*/ 
THIS IS THE END OF AN EDITED VERSION of the file 16micro_08_delays.h 
which was produced by the PC program LongTrajectory.c.  The actual program is 
dexcribed later. The full file16micro_08_delays.h will be found in a separate listing 
because it is too long to print out on paper. 
 
Now we list the files that produced the long trajectory.  The following program and 
helper module produced an array "dsqrt"of floats 
 for which the i'th element is i1/2-(i-1)1/2 and the zero'th element is zero. 
 
The module sqroot simply makes a square root table usinf the sqrtf(float) command to 
make a square root.  Diff takes the sequential differences.  writeTofile contains a lot of 
mysterious stuff needed by the gigantic Microsoft program "xxx” which is designed for 
use by a large team of programmers.  I leave these in but with warning comments. 
Put in squareRootcalc.c here  
 
 
 
LongTrajectory.c 
Now the pc program that produces  the long trajectory delay arrary. All it does is 
accelerating sections by multiplying intial parts of dsqrt file by an initial pulse 
length, and generate decelerating sections of a different lengths by multiplying 
initial parts of dsqrt by a final pulse length, and reversing the oder of the latter, and 
outputting the two joined together.  The lengths of each must add up to the total 
length NCM of the long trajectory, and we humans know some math that tells us 
how long each must be to avoid a perceptible jump in delay at the joining point. 
Once we got this working we only used it one or two times and then were satisfied so 
we did not make the usual Q&A routine but just typed in four parameters to define 
the accelerations. 
Can't undserstand copy I have, where lnth of 1st pulse for official max accelerationn 
 



NOW FILES TO COMMUNICATE FROM MP TO PC 
Thc pc program first.  It used to be much longer because it was supposed to control the 
power supplies. As described in the earlier third long text, this was abandoned when we 
lost one of the original supplies and switched to hardware-only control.  Now the PC is 
used (during NMR runs) only ti show messages on the screen.  This is not so useful 
because you can't see the PC's screen from the Varian console, but that might be fixed py 
turning the main rack 90 degrees vertically.  So all the powers supply function was edited 
out and all that remains is messages.  The first file is a list of definitions of numbers 
included in the MP program to transmit as the second char of a two byte ascii code, 
specifying the message.  The first asci character is always 3. 
 
/* Everything in this file is shared between MP program and */ 
/* PowerSupplyComm on the PC. */ 
/* Contents: error code numbers AND */ 
/* codes for command identifier byte that tells PC what */ 
/* MP is sending over.  The PC program "power supply.com 
has the actual messages, some obsolete*/ 
 
#define MSGTYPE_NUMBER 3 //always the first char 
 //now the possible second ones. Only 2, 8, 9,10  
//are used.  Here "10" is hex A 
 
/* the following codes are sent from the MP to the PC */ 
/* The codes can't start at 0 since then there is no way to tell */ 
/* if MP flags that track errors are 0 because there are no errors */ 
/* or 0 because it has signalled the first one!! */ 
/* So you need to subtract 1 from these numbers to get the */ 
/* correct error string! */ 
#define CONNECTED_ERROR 1 
#define EMERGENCY_ERROR 2 
#define MOTOR_ERROR 3 
#define NUMBER_DELAYS_ERROR 4 
#define DOWNSENSE_NOT_SET_ERROR 5 
#define UNKNOWN_SHORTCOMMAND_ERROR 6 
#define UNKNOWN_LONGCOMMAND_ERROR 7 
#define AUTO_MODE_GREETING 8 
#define MANUAL_MODE_GREETING 9 
#define REDO_AUTO_REQUEST 10 
#define UNEXPECTED_VARIAN_INT 11 
 
 
 
NOW THE PC PROGRAM THAT RUN DURING THE NMR DATA TAKING 
 
/* program that will take power supply config commands from the MP via RS232 and route them to the */ 
/* power supplies via RS232 ports. */ 
/* will also take error numbers and output error text to console window */ 
 
#include <windows.h> 



#include <tchar.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include "..\\..\\error_and_comm_codes.h" 
 
/* The PC outputs these error strings to the screen */ 
/* THE CODES IN error_and_comm_codes.h ABOVE AND THIS ARRAY BELOW ***MUST*** BE KEPT IN SYNCH! */ 
//bold faced ones are the only ones seen routinely 
char *outputStrings[11] = 
{ 
"ERROR: Some hardware connection error. Abandon your\n\ 
run and email the installer. To stop the beeping,\n\ 
type \"SA\" (return) into the Varian console", 
 
"You are now in the unmotorized manual mode. This is\n\ 
good for changing the sample, and your fingers will be\n\ 
safe as long as you don't push up either emergency\n\ 
switch. To take data, first clear your fingers, and\n\ 
then push up both emergency switches. Further\n\ 
instructions will follow on this screen", 
 
"ERROR: There is a hardware error. Abandon your run\n\ 
and email the installer. To stop the beeping,\n\ 
type \"SA\" (return) into the Varian console", 
 
"ERROR: Bad number of travel delays", 
 
"ERROR: DOWNSENSE not set - can't go up. Abandon your\n\ 
run and email the installer. To stop the beeping,\n\ 
type \"SA\" (return) into the Varian console", 
 
"ERROR: Unknown SHORTCOMMAND number", 
 
"ERROR: Unknown LONGCOMMAND number", 
  
"The system is in automatic mode, as also indicated\n\ 
by the red light. HANDS OFF THE SHUTTLE, you could\n\ 
lose a finger!\n\ 
After entering \"tes\" on the Varian console (not the\n\ 
keyboard below this display), or queuing several\n\ 
runs with different \"tes\", type \"go\" to start,\n\ 
\"sa\" to stop.\n\ 
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY, PUSHING EITHER OF THE EMERGENCY\n\ 
SWITCHES DOWN WILL STOP THE SHUTTLE MOTION (but\n\ 
otherwise, for non-emergencies, type \"sa\" and so on,\n\ 
on the Varian console first)", 
 
"You are now in the motorized manual mode. To take\n\ 
data, first enter the automatic mode by pushing the\n\ 
auto-request switch (to your left, on the rear of\n\ 
this rack, under the red \"auto\" light which is now\n\ 
off but which should come on)", 
 
"To enter automatic mode, first push the emergency\n\ 
switch (or both switches) up and try again", 
 
"You tried to start running by typing \"go\" into the\n\ 
Varian keyboard before entering the auto mode. Now\n\ 
type \"sa\" into the Varian console, then wait for\n\ 
the Varian to stop pulsing, and then enter the auto\n\ 
mode before typing \"go\" again" 
}; 
 
 
/* make this short program easier to read by just putting all */ 
/* comm variables global. */ 
DCB dcbCom3, dcbCom4, dcbCom5; 
HANDLE hCom3, hCom4, hCom5; 
BOOL fSuccess; 
TCHAR *pcCom3Port = TEXT("COM3"); //  from microprocessor 
TCHAR *pcCom4Port = TEXT("COM4"); //  to lower or slow power supply 
TCHAR *pcCom5Port = TEXT("COM5"); //  to upper or fast power supply 
 
Followinw was extensively edited by AGR, may have made errors 
 
int initComm() 
{ 
   //  Open a handle to the specified com port. 
   hCom3 = CreateFile( pcCom3Port, 
                    GENERIC_READ | GENERIC_WRITE, 
                    0,    //  must be opened with exclusive-access 
                    NULL, //  default security attributes 



                    OPEN_EXISTING, //  must use OPEN_EXISTING 
                    0,    //  not overlapped I/O 
                    NULL  //  hTemplate must be NULL for comm devices 
                    ); 
 
   if (hCom3 == INVALID_HANDLE_VALUE)  
   { 
       //  Handle the error. 
       printf ("CreateFile COM3 failed with error %d.\n", GetLastError()); 
       return(1); 
   } 
 
 
 
   //  Initialize the DCB structure. 
   SecureZeroMemory(&dcbCom3, sizeof(DCB)); 
   dcbCom3.DCBlength = sizeof(DCB); 
   SecureZeroMemory(&dcbCom4, sizeof(DCB)); 
   dcbCom4.DCBlength = sizeof(DCB); 
   SecureZeroMemory(&dcbCom5, sizeof(DCB)); 
   dcbCom5.DCBlength = sizeof(DCB); 
 
   //  Build on the current configuration by first retrieving all current 
   //  settings. 
   fSuccess = GetCommState(hCom3, &dcbCom3); 
 
   if (!fSuccess)  
   { 
      //  Handle the error. 
      printf ("GetCommState for COM3 failed with error %d.\n", GetLastError()); 
      return(2); 
   } 
 
   //  Fill in some DCB values and set the com state:  
   //  9600 bps, 8 data bits, no parity, and 1 stop bit. 
   dcbCom3.BaudRate = CBR_9600;     //  baud rate 
   dcbCom3.ByteSize = 8;             //  data size, xmit and rcv 
   dcbCom3.Parity   = NOPARITY;      //  parity bit 
   dcbCom3.StopBits = ONESTOPBIT;    //  stop bit 
   dcbCom3.fRtsControl = RTS_CONTROL_ENABLE; // enable RTS/CTS 
 
   fSuccess = SetCommState(hCom3, &dcbCom3); 
 
   if (!fSuccess)  
   { 
      //  Handle the error. 
      printf ("SetCommState COM3 failed with error %d.\n", GetLastError()); 
      return(3); 
   } 
 
   return(0); 
} 
 
int sendStringNoWait (HANDLE comHandle, char *outString) 
{ 
 char *bufPtr; 
 int bufLen; 
 DWORD bytesWritten, errDesc; 
 
 bufPtr = outString; 
 bufLen = strlen (outString); 
 while (bufLen > 0) 
 { 
  if (!WriteFile (comHandle, bufPtr, 1, &bytesWritten, NULL)) 
  { 
   //  Handle the error. 
    printf ("WriteFile failed with error %d.\n", GetLastError()); 
    // if this isn't called, no more RS232 I/O can happen 
    ClearCommError (comHandle, &errDesc, NULL); 
    return(1); 
  } 
 
  bufLen--; 
  bufPtr++; 
 } 
 return(0); 
} 
 
 
 
 



 
int _tmain(int argc, TCHAR *argv[]) 
{ 
 int commStat, i; 
 DWORD bytesRead; 
 unsigned char readBuffer[100], junk[100];  // incoming from com3 
 float ampCur; 
 char voltage[] = "VOLT 50\r\n"; 
 char current[50]; 
 
 commStat = initComm(); 
 if (commStat != 0) 
 { 
  system ("Pause"); 
  return commStat; 
 } 
 
 // Originally this program handled communication with the power supplies. However 
 // since the power supplies are not initializing properly, their control is now 
 // handled directly in hardware. All comm code for the power supplies is now in 
 // setupKepco, which is commented out. Some of this code has previously been in 
 // initComm above, but was moved. This new setup has NOT been tested!! If this 
 // program returns to managing the power supplies, be sure to test this code out 
 // to made sure the new config works properly. 
 /* printf ("Initializing comm with power supplies\n");  */ 
 
 /* IMPORTANT!!! For some reason, the power supply only wants to see this once per */ 
 /* communication session. Sending this more than once will cause the power supply */ 
 /* to stop accepting RS232 comm. This doesn't apply to HyperTerminal - this only  */ 
 /* seems to happen via programmed I/O in this program. Weird. */ 
 
 printf ("Ready\n\n\n"); 
  /*this appears on the screen when this program has started, and never again*/  
  
 while(1)    //loop around 
 { 
  if (!ReadFile(hCom3, readBuffer, 4, &bytesRead, NULL)) 
  { 
   //  Handle the error. 
    printf ("ReadFile COM3 failed with error %d.\n", GetLastError()); 
    system ("Pause"); 
    return (1); 
  } 
// On MP reset, a 0 gets written to the UART transmit buffer which can't be cleared.  
//This then causes all  
// subsequent PC reads to be off by 1 byte. So the PC is basically getting rid of the extra 0 byte so 
// comm will return to normal. 
  if (readBuffer[0] == 0)    
  { 
   // remove leading bad 0 byte 
   for (i = 0; i < 3; i++) 
   { 
    readBuffer[i] = readBuffer[i+1]; 
   } 
   readBuffer[3] = 0; 
 
   // read last byte of previous msg that was left behind and throw it away 
   if (!ReadFile(hCom3, junk, 1, &bytesRead, NULL)) 
   { 
    //  Handle the error. 
     printf ("ReadFile COM3 failed with error %d.\n", 
GetLastError()); 
     system ("Pause"); 
     return (1); 
   } 
 
  } 
 
  } 
 if (readBuffer[0] == MSGTYPE_NUMBER) // MP is signalling some error 
  { 
   // see note in .h file about why we need to do readbuffer[1]-1 here 
   if ( (readBuffer[1] == UNKNOWN_SHORTCOMMAND_ERROR) || 
     (readBuffer[1] == UNKNOWN_LONGCOMMAND_ERROR) ) 
   { 
    printf ("%s %d.\n\n\n", outputStrings[(readBuffer[1] - 1)], 
readBuffer[2]); 
   } 
   else 
    printf ("%s.\n\n\n", outputStrings[(readBuffer[1] - 1)]); 
  } 



  else 
  { 
   printf ("Unknown error/status/power supply: %d.\n", readBuffer[0]); 
  } 
   } 
   return (0); 
} 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 


